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HOUSINGS
FOR
DRY FILTER ELEMENTS
EXTERNALLY
MOUNTED
STATIC
VANES
SYSTEM
DYNAMIC
ENGINE
AIR PRECLEANERS
For On-Highway,
Off-Highway
Agriculture, Earth
Moving Machinery
and Stationary Applications.
Applications
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53 262
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APPLICATIONS

O’CUATRO
Engineare
Airdesigned
Precleaners
designedtotothe
beair
mounted
onthe
or gasoline,
connected
to the
filter intake
of a gasoline,
diesel
or
These
Air Filters
to beare
connected
intake of
diesel
or air
compressed
natural
gas engine.
Their
compressed include
naturalagricultural
gas enginemachinery;
air cleaner.earth-moving
Their applications
include
all slow-moving
industrial
suchand
as
applications
equipment;
stationary
engines; and
generator
sets;equipment
trucks; busses
agricultural machinery;
earth moving,
construction
mining
equipment;
pumping
plants;
generator sets; material handling
recreational
vehicles; material
handling
equipment;and
snow
removal
equipment
and street
sweepers.
equipment; snow removal equipment and street sweepers.

(11.42)
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(4) 178114
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10; 8.26;
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35 (1.38)
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GR 18
50015.0 30.0
KL
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(29812.50
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9.50550
(20.90)

KL 20

133 (5.25) 133 (5.25) 390 (15.35)

KL 21

130 (5.12) 133 (5.25) 465 (18.31)

(1) In turbocharged or turbo-aftercooled engines the correct model selection is based on the maximum air flow.(2) In normally aspirated engines the model selection by horsepower range is just a recommendation. .
35 (1.38) 175 (6.89) 10 (0.39) 319 (12.56)
- by
20.0
(635
- 706)
- 250
187) 14.10 (31.06) 528 (20.79) 140 (5.51) (3) The height 18.0
"A" varies
diameter
ØB. The
value given is210
the tallest
team(157
in each-family.
(4) The diameters ØB (Outlet Size) are the standard inside diameters. From these the outlet tube can be adapted with reducing sleeves for a variety of smaller outlet choices. These sleeves are provided from Ø 7” to Ø 2.5” generally in 1⁄4“ or 1⁄2“ steps
Oblan s.a. has20.0
the right-to21.0
modify (706
the information
in this-brochure
without-its209)
previous advise.
35 (1.38) 175 (6.89) 10 (0.39) 319 (12.56)
- 741)contained240
15.40 (33.90) 605 (23.81) 140 (5.51) 280 (179

KL 28 21.0 - 28.0 (741 - 988)
KL 35 28.0 - 35.0 (988 - 1235)

280 - 320 (209 - 239) 18.15 (40.00) 595 (23.42) 200 (7.87) ØC
IMPURE AIR
320 - 380 (239 - 283) 21.00 (46.25) 631 (24.84) 200 (7.87)
CLEAN AIR
IMPURITIES

KL 43 35.0 - 43.0 (1235 - 1517) 380 - 450 (283 - 335) 35.70 (78.65) 728 (28.66) 180 (7.09)

10 (0.39) 408 (16.06) 152 (6)

152 (6)

450 (17.72)

35 (1.38) 258 (10.16) 10 (0.39) 442 (17.40) 152 (6)

152 (6)

465 (18.31)

35 (1.38) 230 (9.05)

270 (10.62) 10 (0.39) 460 (18.11) 152 (6)

76 (3)

-

(1) n turbocharged or turbo-aftercooled engines the correct model selection is based on the maximum air flow. 2) In normally aspirated engines the model selection by horsepower range is just a recommendation
For particular applications you have a complete line of installation accessories.. / Oblan s.a. has the right to modify the information contained in this brochure without its previous advise.

IMPURE AIR
CLEAN AIR
IMPURITIES
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Occasionally check that
(6) material
640 to
(25.20)
no152
foreign
block the air intake areas,
or discharge of particles.
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These housings include filter elements (see page 20)

Mounting Bands
(Quantity: 2)

Evacuator Valve

5

2

outlet

6

1

HOW THEY WORK
O’CUATRO
Engine Air
Precleaners
are usually
installed
place ofthe
theairrain
Air
flows through
static
vanes (plastic
or metal)
whichincauses
to
cap, dust
bowl, or
aspirated
precleaner
(exhaust
system).(dust,
In some
spin.
Centrifugal
force
separates
the heaviest
impurities
dirt,
applications,they
be mounted
to theThese
air cleaner.
insects
and othercan
debris)
from thedirectly
air stream.
contaminants are
Air enters the
system through
a pre-screen
that removes
large
debris.
It
discharged
automatically
through
an integral
evacuator
valve.
Only
then flows
causing the
air to spin.
As the stages
air spins,
purified
air through
flows to static
the airvanes
filter elements
(primary
and safety
of
centrifugalThese
force separates
snow from the
air
filtration).
elements dust,
retaindirt,
theinsects,
99,9% ofrain
theand
contaminants
which
stream.
swirling in
airthe
drives
high velocity
rotorairthat
actstoas
a blower
were
notThe
eliminated
firstastage.
Then clean
flows
the
engine
evacuating
through
thecontaminants
outlet pipe. through special discharge ports at the bottom
or in the side of the unit. Only purified air flows to the air filter elements.
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80
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Support
(Mods. KL4 a KL12)
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4
oulet
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Cap Pipe (to the engine)
1. Outlet
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9

90%

10x

50%

-10%

STATIC
VANES
EFFICIENCY
Removes larger
up to 90% of
contaminants
from
the
impurities (dust,
snow,
air
enteringthey
the
rain,before
etc.) Before
air
filter
reach
theelements.
air filter.

AIR FILTER
Extend engine air filter
life up to 10 times.

LESS MAINTENANCE
than
a housing
Reduce
down time
no
internal
standard
by up
to 50%.
cyclone.

MORE SHELF LIFE
Prolong engine and
turbocharger life.

SAVING
Save up to 10 %
on fuel costs.

EASY TO INSTALL
and
size
Threecompact
plastic outlet
reduction sleeves are
provided with each
assembly.

DURABILITY
Steel housing,
powder coat.

SELF-PROPELLED
No required electricity or
connection to the
exhaust gas power to
perform the filtering.

SELF-CLEANING
FILTER
ELEMENTS
They require
Primary
filtervirtually
elements
no maintenance.
and
filter elements
compatible with most
standard security
models.

RESTRICTION
INDICATOR
Have a standard
connection port
restriction sensor.

DIRECT TO ENGINE
These air filtration
systems in three stages
are designed with a
single motor connection.

AIR FLOW
Large airflow, low
values of additional
restriction.

VERSATILITY
Wide range of
applications and flow
rates.

6. Rotor (spinner)

7. Discharge
Housing Ports
Screen (airIndicator
int
2. Restriction
Tapping Point 6.

9

3. Static Vanes

8. Mounting
Outlet Pipe
(to air cleaner)
7.
Band

Housing Element
4. Primary

9. Clamp
8.
Air Intake

Two Ball
Bearings
5. Safety
Element

9. Evacuator Valve

www.youtube.com/ocuatro

